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XXII. THE VIOLONE 
 

In Bach's time, violones were the lowest string instruments in the instrumental ensemble. In 

his memorandum (1730), Bach prescribed a violone for his church music. A number of scores 

and parts also refer to this instrument. As the term violone is not unambiguous, the first para-

graph of this chapter examines what was meant by a violone in Germany in the 18th century; 

the difference with the violoncello in particular is described. Subsequently, the authors who 

wrote about the instrument during Bach's lifetime are described. At least seven types of in-

struments appear to have been considered violones in the 18th century. Because the so-called 

G-violone was mentioned so often, extra attention is paid to this instrument. In order to inves-

tigate which type of violone Bach used in the churches in Leipzig, the third section identifies 

characteristics that Bach's violone apparently met. The range, playability and the surviving 

instruments from Leipzig are discussed. On this basis a logical choice is made from the seven 

types of violones. Finally, the use of the violone by Bach is discussed on the basis of scores 

and parts. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Dirck Hals, The Solo (ca. 1630).  Four-stringed violone in the 17th century 

Akademie der bildenden Künste, Wien. 
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I. What was meant by a violone in the 18th century? 

The violone in the 17th and first half of the 18th century 
In the 17th century, a violone was generally the lowest string instrument in the ensemble; the 

violonist played the continuo part. In principle, the instrument could be a member of either 

the viol (gamba) or the braccio family. According to Joelle Morton, the instruments usually 

clearly belonged to one of the two families; their sound would mainly depend on this. 1 

However, surviving instruments and iconography show that hybrid instruments were often 

used, such as viol-like instruments with braccio characteristics. Also their size often differs 

from the usual bass viols or bass instruments from the braccio family. In the treatises, the viol 

or braccio character of the bass string instruments is rarely mentioned. The use of names is 

also inconsistent and ambiguous. In Germany, the term Violone could refer to a bass instru-

ment of both families or a hybrid, but rarely, if ever, to the bass instrument of the viol family: 

the violone was unambiguously a continuo string instrument. 2 

Violones could have four strings, like a viola da braccio, or six, like a viol, but also vio-

lones with five strings existed. 3 Moreover, violones could have different pitches and differ-

ent sizes. Violones with six strings would be easier to play than those with four strings, espe-

cially because of the viol tuning in fourths (and a third in the middle) instead of fifths. This 

meant that the position of the hand had to shift less in order to play certain notes. For this 

reason also bass instruments from the braccio-family were often tuned in fourths. 

In the 17th century, the bass parts on violones were mostly played at the pitch pre-

scribed by the composer (8' position, like today's cello). 4 Much less frequently, the violone 

sounded an octave lower than noted (16' position, like today’s double bass). If Italian com-

posers wanted a 16’ instrument, they used terms like Violone grande, Violone grosso, Violone 

doppio or Contrabasso. The French spoke of a Basse double. 5 

The stringing of violones 
As already discussed in § XXI.1 on the basis of the violoncello, to acquire a low tone there 

were a number of prerequisites: a low string tension, and a string of considerable density and 

length. In order to give that low tone sufficient volume, the sound box also had to be large 

enough for the resonance needed. Large instruments were good for the low tones: one could 

use longer and thicker strings with less tension. A disadvantage of large instruments was 

that the strings had to be tuned in fourths; according to the treatises, tuning in fifths was 

physically impossible for most players. Smaller instruments also had their advantages: they 

were easier to handle, the sound of the higher notes was fuller, they could be tuned in fifths 

                                                      
1 Joelle Fancher Morton, "Bass Matters: So Really, What is a Violone? Some Answers, and More Ques-

tions". IMS 2002 Leuven, [http://earlybass.com/articles-bibliographies/bass-matters-so-really-what-is-

a-violone-some-answers-and-more-questions/]. 

2 Please refer to the descriptions in § 2. 
3 Shanon P. Zusman, "A Critical Review on 'Studies in Italian Sacred and Instrumental Music in the 

17th Century. By Stephen Bonta'", Online Journal of Bass Research no. 1, 2004, [/www.ojbr.com/volume-

2-number-1.asp], p. 7f.; Morton 2002. 
4 Stephen Bonta, "From Violone to Violoncello: A Question of Strings?", Journal of the American Musical 

Instrument Society 3, 1977, p. 81; Marc Vanscheeuwijck, "The Baroque Cello and its performance", Per-

formance Practice Review 9/1, 1996, p. 83f.; Marc Vanscheeuwijck, "Research Report: Double Bass session 

at the IMS conference in Leuven, Belgium", Journal of the Viola da Gamba Society of America 39, 2002. 
5 Bonta 1977, p. 67f. 
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and one could play them with more virtuosity. Therefore, violones were built in different 

sizes. 

From the middle of the 16th century onwards, the aim was to achieve a string tension 

that was as even as possible. 6 This made tuning easier and the result more stable. On a six-

string violone tuned like a viol, the lowest string had to have a diameter four times as large 

as the highest, which produced a tone two octaves higher. The number of lamb’s guts in the 

lowest string had to be about 42, or 16 times as large. It was not until the middle of the 18th 

century that the principle of equal string tensions was abandoned, no doubt partly due to the 

use of wire wound strings. In order to achieve sufficient tone strength, the strings were often 

tightened considerably from the middle of the 17th century onwards. In order to make the 

lowest tones sound, this had to be compensated by an even greater thickness of string. In It-

aly, strings were made thicker than in France, and in Germany they were even thicker than 

in Italy. 7  These sometimes pencil-thick lowest strings were twisted and wet twined from 

dozens, up to more than a hundred, of lamb's guts. In those days, bass strings were expen-

sive but not very flexible. As a result, the sound quality of the lowest strings was problematic 

according to modern writers, at least before the advent of wound strings. These lowest 

strings are said to be difficult to intonate and produce a dull sound due to weak overtones. 8 

Nevertheless, writers between 1650 and 1750 did not mention these problems. But, even after 

1800 they did write that the lowest gut string was difficult to press down, both with the fin-

gers and with the bow. Possibly this is why the lowest string was rarely used. Composers ap-

parently avoided using the lowest string on braccio-instruments before 1670, until it was re-

placed by an overspun kind. 9 

The rise of the violoncello; wound strings 
As described in § XXI.1, the characteristic of the violoncelli developed in Italy c. 1665 was the 

use of metal wire winding on the lowest strings, which made it possible to play low notes on 

smaller instruments. In addition, the lesser thickness of the lowest strings made them easier 

to press, which made tuning in fifths more feasible. In Germany, cellos were found from 

around 1700 onwards. Violoncellos were prescribed in the music of Bach's immediate prede-

cessors Sebastian Knüpfer, Johann Schelle and Johann Kuhnau, but it was not until 1709 that 

Kuhnau first mentioned the use of violoncelli. 

As soon as the cello was introduced, the violone was generally understood to be a 

larger instrument that could play notes lower than the cello, i.e. lower than C. Violones 

tuned in G1 were especially common; nowadays they are often called G-violones. They not 

only had a large range (2.5 octaves without much position shift), but also blended very well 

with the organ, which on one manual with a soft register like Gedackt 8' could not produce 

clear tones, especially in bass runs. Therefore, since the 17th century, G-violones were the most 

                                                      
6 Oliver Webber, "Real Gut Strings: Some New Experiments in Historical Stringing", [The Consort 55, 

1999, p. 3-29]; The Italian Viola Da Gamba, proceedings of the International Symposium on the Italian Viola da 

Gamba 2000, ed. Susan Orlando, Solignac / Torino 2002, p. 165f. 
7 Johann Mattheson, Das Neu-eröffnete Orchestre, 1713, p. 276; Annette Otterstedt, Die Gambe - Kulturge-

schichte und praktischer Ratgeber, Kassel 1994, p. 215. 
8 Bonta 1977, p. 93f; Ibid., "Catline Strings revisited", Journal of The American Musical Instrument Society 

14, 1988, p. 50f; Patrizio Barbieri, "Roman and Neapolitan Gut Strings", 1550-1950, Galpin Society Jour-

nal 59, 2006, p. 171; Vanscheeuwijck 2002, p. 76-82. 
9 Bonta 1988, p. 55f.; Zusman 2002, p. 11. 
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commonly used instruments to amplify the organ bass, especially in Germany. These old vi-

olones remained in use even after the emergence of the cello: not only because they were al-

ready there, but also because their bass tones sounded more generous than those of the cello 

due to their larger size. 10 Also in church music, the violone often remained a large bass in-

strument with a viol-like stringing, played in 8' position. Playing an octave lower was then in 

principle possible by using wire wound lowest strings on the violone too. 11 It is not known 

to what extent this actually happened. 

 

In Bach's time the word violone was used for the lowest string instrument in 

the continuo. Violones could have characteristics of the braccio family with 

four strings as well as of the viol family with five or six strings; hybrid instru-

ments also occurred. Most violones sounded in 8' position, others an octave 

lower. Large instruments were best suited to produce low notes, small instru-

ments for high notes. According to some writers, the lowest strings were thick, 

difficult to press and dull in sound. From about 1700, smaller bass instru-

ments with overspun strings came to Germany and were called violoncelli. 

From this time on, a violone was generally referred to as a larger instrument. 
 

 

2. What types of violone were found in Germany at the time of Bach? 

Four-stringed violones in the treatises 
In order to find out what type of violone Bach used in his churches in Leipzig, we will first 

examine what authors during Bach's lifetime wrote about it. Double basses will be under-

stood to mean string instruments that sounded an octave lower than written down. In this 

paragraph first the four-string violones and subsequently the six- and five-string violones 

will be discussed. Four-string instruments were usually tuned in fifths. In treatises the fol-

lowing four types of four-string violones were mentioned.  

 

  

                                                      
10 Morton 2002. With Francis Baines, "What Exactly Is a Violone? A Note towards a Solution", Early 

Music 5/2, 1977, p. 175 and Alfred Planyavsky, "Violone", New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians 

19, 1980, p. 863 we can read that Johann Gottfried Walther would prefer the sound of the violone to 

that of the cello (Bass-Geige), because its sound would be too short, too strong and too coarse. This 

shows that Walther's violone was played in 8' position. Both authors omit a precise reference; the au-

thor of this study could not find the intended phrase in Walther's work. Incidentally, in his Lexicon 

Walther does not mention the violoncello, but the violone 'Bass-Geige'. G 
11 Tharald Borgir, The Performance of the Basso Continuo in Italian Baroque Music, Ann Arbor, 1987, p. 81; 

Joelle Fancher Morton, "Back to the Future", Double Bassist Magazine #12, 2000, 

[http://earlybass.com/articles-bibliographies/back-to-the-future/]. 
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Type 1: The 4-string violone in C 

Some researchers think that Bach meant a kind of large cello with Violone. 12 This is not 

such a strange idea: the 17th century predecessors of the violoncello without wound strings 

were larger than the later forma-B-celli with wound strings (§ XXI. 2). These larger instru-

ments were also called Violone, and continued to exist after the emergence of the smaller 

celli. But in the treatises after 1700 no German writer mentioned a four-stringed 8' instru-

ment in C under the heading Violone. Even Johann Philipp Eisel, who of all writers men-

tioned the most types of violones, did not mention an 8' violone in C in 1738. A Possibly 

Johann Joachim Quantz was referring to such an old instrument in 1752, when he re-

marked that cellists should have a separate large cello for ripieno playing (§ XXI.2). In 

France, the four-string Basse de Violon was tuned in B1 flat, so nominally one tone lower. 

 

Type 2: The double bass in E1 or G1 

Tomáš Baltazar Janowka (1701) described the violone in Bohemia as a four-string double 

bass, tuned G1-A1- D-G. B With this he was quoting the Italian Bartolomeo Bismantova, 

who in 1694 called this instrument a Violone Grande or Contrabasso; however, further on he 

called the instrument Violone. C A tuning in E1 instead of G1 would have been preferable, 

but according to Bismantova the bottom string could hardly be pressed due to its thick-

ness. The tuning was in fourths, as tuning in fifths was considered unplayable. 13 This 

double bass was described again three quarters of a century later in 1767/82 by Johann 

Samuel Petri as the only type of violone; he called it Contraviolon. D The highest tone that 

could be reached on this instrument was an a. Both lower strings were wound at this 

time, and Petri would have preferred a tuning in E1 as well, but if one tightened the thick 

strings too much, pressing them was difficult to achieve even with wound strings: 

Those who tighten the strings on the violone too strongly, so that the lowest very thick 

string is almost impossible to push, tune the lowest fourth string to Contra G, in order not 

to be obliged to press this string. 

(Diejenigen, welche den Violon allzustark beziehn, so daß die unterste strickdikke 

Saite fast gar nicht zu erdrükken ist, stimmen die unterste vierte Saite ins Contra G, 

um auf derselben nicht greifen zu dürfen.) 

A tuning in fifths was not feasible according to Petri either: large hands were required for 

a tuning in fourths. Nowadays, the four-string double bass is still tuned in fourths in this 

way, so E1-A1-D-G; five-string instruments nowadays have an extra string in C1. 14 

 

  

                                                      
12 Lambert Smit, "Bach's Violone: a 16' double bass of sorts or an 8' C-G-d-a bass fiddle?", 2005 

[www.lambertsmit.com], p. 3; Brian Robins, "An Interview with Sigiswald Kuijken", Goldberg Early 

Music Magazine 34, 2005 (Kuijken 2005), p. 48-59. 
13 Borgir 1987, p. 79f. 
14 In a reprint of Eisel's book from 1741 he also mentions (as the only one) a four-string violone tuned 

A-D-G-c1. On this instrument all strings were tuned a quarter higher, but the tuning remained in 

fourths. 
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Type 3: The double bass in C1 

To defend the use of this double bass in Bach's church music, researchers sometimes refer 

to Martin Heinrich Fuhrmann. 15 In 1706 he already mentioned a violono grosso with a 

Contra-C, or a double bass in C1. E He described the instrument in lyrical terms and even 

thought it should be present in all churches:  

Such a large string instrument should certainly be present in all churches, and should al-

ways be played along not only in church music, but also in the chorales; for no one can be-

lieve what a penetrating and sweet resonance this large string instrument gives from afar 

because of its 16-foot low notes, except those who have heard it. 

(Eine solche grosse Geige sollte billich in allen Kirchen vorhanden seyn, und nicht nur 

beym Musiciren, sondern auch unter den Choral-Liedern immer mitgestrichen wer-

den; Denn was diese grosse Geige von ferne einen durchdringenden und dabey einen 

süssen Resonantz wegen ihren 16füßigen Tieffe giebt, kan niemand glauben, als der 

sie gehöret.) 

However, this remark shows that its presence in churches was not common. It is not cer-

tain that Fuhrmann's Violone Grosso was four-stringed and tuned in fifths. Fuhrmann was 

a representative of the 17th century Capella style, and this large violone could play as a ri-

pieno bass in Capellas. In the lexicon of the brothers Johann Christoph and Johann David 

Stössel (1737), Johann Christoph Barnickel mentioned besides the G-violone also a Violone 

grosso in C1, which ‘most of them tune entirely in fourths’ (von den meisten per Quartam 

durch und durch gestimmet wird). F He also withheld the number of strings. Only Johann 

Philipp Eisel (1738) A explicitly mentioned the double bass in C1 as having four strings. 

Although he mentioned a tuning in fifths, he also said that the instrument was usually 

tuned in fourths. As the same applies to the double bass in E1 or G1 discussed above, the 

need for tuning in fourths seems logical. According to the treatises playing the instru-

ment requires a great deal of strength. 16  

 

Type 4: the Basse double 

In France, besides the Basse de Violon, there was also the Basse double, which sounded an 

octave lower than the Basse de Violon, and was therefore apparently tuned to B2 flat. Se-

bastien de Brossard described this instrument in 1703 in his Dictionnaire de Musique. In 

Germany Walther mentioned it in 1732, G quoting Brossard. According to him, the instru-

ment was almost twice the size of the ordinary French Basse de Violon. In 1733 Johann 

Heinrich Zedler quoted Walther in turn at the lemma Violone. H However, the Basse double 

was never called Violone; the instrument probably never found acceptance in Germany. 

  

                                                      
15 Siegbert Rampe / Dominik Sackmann, Bachs Orchestermusik, Kassel 2000, p. 394 ; Ulrich Prinz, Johann 

Sebastian Bachs Instrumentarium, Kassel 2005, p. 605; Veit Heller, "Die Kontrabässe aus St. Thomas und 

St. Nikolai", Bach-Magazin, Heft 18, 2011, p. 51. 
16 Theoretically, the tuning "durch und durch" (Eisel) in fourths should be C1-F1-Bes1-Es, but C1-(E1 or 

F1)-A1-D is more logical: between the strings of instruments tuned in fourths there was always a third, 

so that, as with viols, a sixth string could be tuned exactly two octaves higher than the lowest one. 
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Five- and six-string violones in the treatises 
In this paragraph three types of five- and six-string violones will be mentioned (types 5, 6 

and 7); in treatises they are described under the names Violone, Violon, Bass-Violon, Deutsche 

Violon, Teutsche Bass-Geige or (Große) Baß-Geige. The strings were generally tuned in the same 

way as on the viola da gamba, i.e. in four fourths and one third. Although for Michael Praeto-

rius (1619) the violone was identical with the Groß-Viol de Gamba-Bass, 17 writers after ca. 1650 

no longer considered the violones with five or six strings to be viols, despite their similar 

tuning. 18 Thus Georg Falck (1688) I stated:  

Violone is a large bass string instrument. The common chord on the viola di gamba is a fifth 

higher than that on the violone. 

(Violone ist eine grosse Bass-Geige. Der gemeine Accord auf der Viola di Gamba ist eine Quint 

höher, als der auf der Violon.)  

In other words, the violone is not a viola da gamba. Eisel wrote about the Zweite Gattung des 

Violons (type 6, see below): A 

[...] that this tuning is exactly the same as on the viola da gamba. 

([...] daß also diese Stimmung mit der Viola da Gamba vollkommen überein kommet.) 

So according to him, the violone does have the same tuning as the viola da gamba. Quantz (see 

below) did not object to the Deutsche Violon because of its supposed viol character, but be-

cause with 6 strings there were always strings of inferior quality. 

That Bach, too, did not regard the violone as a bass viol is clear from the aria "Komm, 

süßes Kreuz" from the Matthäus-Passion BWV 244.2/57. The obligato instrumental part is 

played on a viola da gamba; the continuo part is for the usual continuo instruments, including 

the violone. The lowest note for the viol is A1 (m. 27), the highest c2 (m. 37); the part has a 

range of more than three octaves. This means that Bach wrote for a seven-string bass viol, 

tuned A1-D-G-c-e-a-d1 (perhaps with f instead of e); without the two outer strings this aria 

would not be playable. Bach did not regard this bass viol as a violone: a violone here joins 

the continuo part. He did not use the viol primarily as a continuo instrument (§ XXIV.1), but 

as a solo instrument for special occasions. The three types of five- and six-string violones de-

scribed are: 

 

Type 5: The 5-string violone in F1 

Johann Jacob Prinner (1677) was the only one to describe, apart from the G-violone (which 

he called Basso di Viola), a five-string violone (which he gave the name Violone) with the 

unusual tuning F1-A1-D-Fis-B. J 

  

                                                      
17 Michael Praetorius, Syntagma Musicum II, Wolfenbüttel 1619, Abriß, plate VI, no. 4; mentioned in the 

register under no. 13: Groß Baßgeig, Violone. In the main text on p. 44: Groß Viol de Gamba (Italis Violono, 

oder Contrabasso da gamba). 
18 Otterstedt 1994, p. 148f.; Zusman 2002, p. 8. Morton, however, considers the six-string violones to be 

viols (Morton 2002). 
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Type 6: The six-string violone in D1 

This instrument was described more than a century before Bach's entry into Leipzig by 

Praetorius and by Adriano Banchieri (1619). 19 Only Eisel mentioned this six-string D-vio-

lone again in 1738, A as a kind of surplus next to the six-string G-violone and the four-

string double bass in C1. The tuning of the strings was D1-G1-C-E-A-d.  

 

Type 7: The (five- or) six-string violone in G1 (the G-violone or Deutsche Violon) 

Practically all writers from the period 1685-1750 mention the six-string G-violone with 

tuning G1-C-F-A-d-g (the third string is sometimes tuned in E-flat or E) when they talk 

about the violone. No alternatives (violone was for them identical with G-violone) were 

given by Daniel Speer (1687/1697), K Falck (1688), I Walther (1708), L Friderich Erhard 

Niedt (1706), M Johann Mattheson (1713), N and Joseph Friederich Bernhard Caspar Majer 

(1732). O Mattheson (1713) explicitly did not specify a tuning, but his edition of Niedt's 

work shows that he too meant the G-violone. Indeed, in this edition Mattheson corrected 

much of Niedt's text in footnotes that he had added, but he did not do so for Niedt's de-

scription of the violone as a G-violone. Mattheson called the sound of the violone in his 

own book thick and in 16' range. The lowest string was lower than C, which is not to say 

that this violone was played an octave lower than was written. 20 Moreover, elsewhere 

Mattheson compared the violoncello with the violones, i.e. with ‘larger machines with 5 or 

even 6 strings’ (grössern [...] Machinen [...] mit 5 auch wol 6 Sayten). 21 

The following music theorists not only mentioned or described the G-violone, but 

also one or more other types: Johann Jacob Prinner (1677; also mentioned type 5) J , Daniel 

Merck (1695; also mentioned a tuning in A1 and the French Basse de Violon), P Tomáš 

Baltazar Janowka (1701; type 2) B, Walther (1732; type 4), G Johann Christoph and Johann 

David Stössel (1737; type 3), 22, F Eisel (1738; types 6 and 3) A and Johann Heinrich Zedler 

(1746; he quoted Walther). H Fuhrmann (1706; type 3) E did not mention a tuning: for him 

a violone was simply a Bass-Geige. There are no treatises from the period 1713-1732 in 

which the violone is mentioned.  

Walther, Mattheson, Majer and Eisel stated that the G-violone was identical to the 

French Basse de Violon. This seems strange at first sight, as the latter instrument sounded 

like a four-stringed large cello, but one tone lower: B-flat1-F-C-g. However, in France this 

B-flat sounded a whole tone lower than in Germany, so the pitch difference with the Ger-

man G1 was generally only a semitone. Quantz thought in 1752 about the G-violone: Q 

The so-called German violone with five to six strings has therefore rightly been abolished. 

(Der sogenannte deutsche Violon von fünf bis sechs Saiten ist also mit Recht abge-

schaffet worden.) 

                                                      
19 Joelle Morton, "The early history and use of the G Violone", Journal of the Viola da gamba Society of 

America 36, 1999, p. 49, n. 14; Morton 2002. 
20 It would be better to call the G-violone a 12' instrument, because only the upper fourth of the contra 

octave could be played. 
21 As discussed in § XXI.2, it seems that many contemporary researchers think that the phrase "mit 5 

auch wol 6 Sayten" refers to the violoncello, rather than to the "grössern [...] Machinen" or violones, but 

that would be illogical. 
22 Under the heading 'Bass-Violon'. 
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However, this does not seem to have been the case everywhere: Johann Christoph 

Gottsched (1760), Georg Friedrich Wolf (1787/1792/1813) and Heinrich Christoph Koch 

(1802), among others, still mentioned the instrument. 23 

Mattheson and Quantz called the G-violone 5- or 6-string. Was the lowest string or 

the highest string omitted from the five-string version, or was a completely different tun-

ing used, as in the case of Prinner? One might suspect that the lowest string was omitted 

for small violones and the highest string for large ones, because of the quality of those 

strings, but that is just an assumption. In the 16th century it is reported that the lowest 

string of viols could be left out as required. In general, the pitch of the viol tuning de-

pended on the circumstances. 24 However, no conclusions should be drawn from this 

about the violonist who was playing with an organ that had a fixed pitch in the 18th cen-

tury. Changing tunings were inconvenient then. Therefore, one cannot assume in ad-

vance whether a string was omitted, and if so, which one.  

The violone after Bach's death 
After Bach's death the term Violone seems to be synonymous with a double bass, or an instru-

ment transposing down an octave. Quantz spoke of the four-string Contraviolon in 1752. Q He 

did not mention the lowest attainable tone, but did indicate that good Contraviolonists on a 

four-string violone can even play higher than g1 ("das eingestrichene G"). However, that is 

the highest tone on a cello, and Quantz clearly meant a transposing instrument with his Con-

traviolon; that was also the meaning of this word according to Petri. Also from a passage 

about celli, which may be played an octave lower when no violonist is playing, it can be de-

duced that Quantz' Contraviolon sounded an octave lower than noted. R Cellist and violonist 

played from the same continuo part, which he called Basso. So Quantz' violone could play 

"das eingestrichene G" on paper, but it sounded an octave lower than on the cello that was 

playing along. Possibly Quantz had the double bass in E1 in mind, but it could also have 

been a double bass in C1, like his contemporary Leopold Mozart. In 1756 this author de-

scribed the violone as a four (or five) string double bass in C1: "eine ganze Octav tiefer" (a 

whole octave lower) than the cello. S  

The size and playability of G-violones 
Since the G-violone was mentioned so much more often than all the other types, there is a 

good chance that Bach's violone was also a G-violone. How can G-violones be recognised and 

what can be said about their size? In 1619 Praetorius called the G-violone: Groß-Viol de Gamba-

Bass. 25 From the picture in his Syntagma Musicum II, Nicholas Besseraboff deduced in 1941 

that it had a corpus length of approx. 114 cm: an instrument the size of a modern double 

bass. 26 

Good strings need a certain tension. If the highest string is too thin, it squeals; if it is 

too thick, it snaps. Morton has determined that the highest string of a viola da gamba, tuned 

as on a G-violone, i.e. a g-string, should not be longer than ca. 95 cm to maintain good sound 

quality. 27 Generally speaking, the body length is about the same as the string length, so the 

                                                      
23 Lambert Smit, "The Violone / Violon, especially the so called deutsche Violon", s.a. [www.lam-

bertsmit.com], p. 1 and 5. 
24 Ian Woodfield, The Early History of the Viol, Cambridge (USA) 1984, p. 109. 
25 Praetorius 1619/II, Abriß, plate VI, nr. 4.  
26 Nicholas Bessaraboff, Ancient European Musical Instruments, Boston 1941, p. 301 and 311. 
27 Morton 1999, p. 60-64. 
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maximum is also about 95 cm. Morton concludes from this that violones with a body length 

of ca. 86-97 cm would have been G-violones. Also in pictures violones with about this size can 

be seen (Fig. 2). Morton, however, is talking about viols while violones were, certainly after 

1700, not considered to be viols. Moreover, Morton only looks at the quality of the highest 

string. For full low tones, larger instruments were needed. So for good high tones one had to 

choose a small instrument, for full low tones a large violone. Quantz' aversion to G-violones 

was probably based on this: no balanced quality was possible for all 6 strings. Partly for that 

reason he preferred an instrument with 4 strings. 

 

Fig. 2. Violone with 5 strings.  

From Johann Christoph Weigel, Musicalisches Theatrum, Nürnberg ca. 1722, Blatt 23. 

 

According to Mattheson (1713), N the G-violone was at least twice as big as the instruments he 

discussed earlier, i.e. the Violoncello, the Bassa Viola and the Viola di Spala, and often even big-

ger. According to Walther (1732) G it was almost double the size of a common French bass vi-

olone, and according to Eisel (1738) A sometimes double the size of a violoncello. In any case, 

these writers agreed that the G-violone was very large: an Ungeheuer (a monster), Mattheson 

even thought. Although they compared the violone with various other instruments, their 

comparison corresponds in that the violone was about twice the size of those other instru-

ments. If they had a normal violoncello in mind with a body length of ca. 80 cm, the G-violone 

should have had a body length of ca. 160 cm. However, this is very large: modern double 

basses have a corpus length of 112 cm. The authors probably exaggerated (unless they had a 

small horizontally played cello with a body length of about 55 cm in mind, which does not 

seem to be the case). So the G-violone was considered to be a giant instrument.  

 According to Francis Baines,  many large old violones with the size of a double bass, 

originally often with 5 or 6 strings, have been preserved and can often be found in German 

museums. 28 They were almost always rebuilt as double basses later on: the neck was placed 

                                                      
28 Baines 1977, p. 175. 
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under a larger angle and the bass bar was made thicker in order to be able to tighten the 16' 

strings (from then on partly overspun) more for a larger volume. This also applies to the two 

still existing old double basses in Leipzig (see § 3). As expected, the old stringing on these in-

struments has long disappeared. Some researchers think that because of their size these vio-

lones must have been double basses originally, and therefore must have been played along 

an octave lower. 29 The above remarks about the size of the G-violone show that this is un-

likely: presumably they were originally large G-violones. 

Petri wrote after Bach's death that the corpus length of violones with the same tuning 

could be very different. D Almost a century earlier, in 1695, Johann Caspar Fischer advised 

that it was better not to use a "vulgo violonem" (common violone): on smaller instruments 

the required grips could be achieved more easily. T These small instruments were therefore 

not ordinary violones; in other words, ordinary violones were large. Violones were thus 

made in different sizes, but the 'ordinary violone' was much larger than a cello. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Maggie Urquhart and Robert Franenberg with their Gasparo da Salò violone.  

Photo by Rens Bijma, 2014. 

 

One might wonder whether - even if the quality of the highest string on such large violones 

would be lower - this great length of the highest string was possible at all without it snap-

ping. Ephraim Segerman (2006) described the length of the strings in gut-stringed instru-

ments, calculated from the publications of Praetorius. 30 In contrast to the lowest strings, the 

highest ones were twisted with a low twist. The strings were tightened up to the maximum, 

i.e. so far that they just didn’t snap; a procedure recommended by various 17th-century writ-

ers. According to Segerman's calculations, the maximum length of a g-string (converted to 

                                                      
29 Alfred Planyavsky, cf. Baines 1977, p. 173; Ton Koopman, "Recording Bach's early cantatas", Early 

Music 24/4, 1996, p. 604-622, at p. 618. 
30 Ephraim Segerman, The development of Western European Stringed Instruments, Manchester 2006, p. 24-

30; Praetorius 1619/II, p. 231f. 
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a1=415 Hz) was 118-125 cm, in other words, these strings would also be feasible on an instru-

ment the size of a modern double bass. On a copy of a large Gasparo da Salò violone, Maggie 

Urquhart and Robert Franenberg, violonists with the Nederlandse Bachvereniging, fitted 

such a high string in September 2014 (Fig. 3). That went off without a hitch; moreover, that 

string turned out to have a wonderful resonant sound. On large G-violones with a string 

length of about 110 cm, thin g-strings are thus quite feasible. 

With the advent of wound strings, the playing difficulty of the lowest string had ap-

parently not been solved yet. Still in the second half of the 18th century Quantz and especially 

Petri advised not to make the lowest strings too thick and not to tighten them too much. That 

the lowest string was of inferior quality was only implicitly mentioned by Quantz; his objec-

tions against instruments that were too large or small and instruments with more than four 

strings were due to the difference in quality between the strings. Janowka, Mattheson, Eisel 

and Petri did mention that playing the violone, especially the pressing of the lowest string, 

was hard work. In 1784, Christian Friedrich Daniel Schubart thought that a "Riesenfaust" (gi-

ant fist), armed with deerskin, was necessary to play the large violones, U and similar state-

ments were still heard in the 19th century, when wound strings were common. For playing 

the lowest string, pressing with all four fingers simultaneously was recommended. Virtuos-

ity on the lowest strings was impossible, except for very strong and large hands.  

According to his memorandum, Bach's violone was mainly played by pupils of the 

Thomasschule; one should not expect them to have 'giant fists'. 31 It must be assumed that in 

Bach's day violonists had great difficulty in playing virtuoso runs on the lowest strings, alt-

hough modern players are capable of this nowadays. A possible cause of this could be that as 

a result of more accurately controlled production processes the quality of the lowest gut 

strings has improved so much that they are now better playable. It could also be that gut 

strings are more often used for the lowest strings nowadays. Moreover, today's violonists are 

specialists on their instrument; in Bach's time, musicians had to play a multitude of instru-

ments.  

 

In German treatises, four types of violone with four strings and three types 

with five or six strings were described. By far the most frequently mentioned 

was the so-called G-violone, whose strings were tuned G1-C-(E or F)-A-d-g. 

The 'normal' violone was described as very large. These large instruments 

were apparently difficult to play in Bach's time. In order to limit shifts in po-

sition on the lowest strings, which were difficult to press down, a tuning in 

fourths was propagated, also on four-string violones. 
 

 

                                                      
31 Johann Sebastian Bach, Kurtzer, iedoch höchstnöthiger Entwurff einer wohlbestallten Kirchen Music; nebst 

einigem unvorgreiflichen Bedencken von dem Verfall derselben. Letter to the Leipzig Council, 23. August 

1730 (memorandum 1730), BD I, no. 22, p. 60ff., r. 85f,  
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3. What type of violone did Bach use in Leipzig? 

The range of Bach's violone parts 
Ulrich Prinz gives an overview of the extent of Bach's violone parts in his cantatas and pas-

sions. 32 He counts a total of 50 works in which the violone plays a role. Of these, 23 are 

church works whose scores or parts were created in Leipzig. In most of them the violone has 

a full (chromatic) range from C to e1. But higher notes occur several times: f1 in BWV 147/7 

and 156/2, f1-sharp in BWV 62/4, 49/6 and 182/6, g1-sharp in BWV 241 and a1 in BWV 42/6 (fig. 

4). These high notes are found in music unambiguously assigned (in score or part) to the vio-

lone, apart from the many continuo parts that were (probably) also played along by the vi-

olonist. Bach's violone had to be able to produce notes from C to e1 (whether or not an octave 

lower), but sometimes even higher notes were needed. 

 

 
Fig. 4. BWV 42/6 (beginning), violone part. 

Descriptions of the violones in Bach's churches 
The violones available to Bach still exist (fig. 5a/b). In inventory lists from 1702 Johann 

Kuhnau mentioned that in both main churches in Leipzig there was a large violone (‘Ein 

großer Violon’). 33 Violones are not mentioned in inventories from 1712 and 1729. But still in 

1789 and 1823 violones (from 1823 on called double basses (‘Contra-Bässe’)) were mentioned 

separately for the Nikolaikirche, the Thomaskirche and the Thomasschule, including an instru-

ment by Leonardt Pradter. 

A violone ‘with a peg-box and an iron tuning spanner‘ (mit einem Schraubenbogen 

und einem eisernen Spänner‘) was acquired for the Nikolaikirche in 1672 from Pradter's Prager 

Werkstatt. 34 According to Christine Kröhner, this is the instrument that is on display in the 

Bach-Museum in Leipzig. Like all string instruments in Leipzig churches, it changed 

churches as needed; at various times instruments are said to have been in the inventory of 

the Nikolaikirche, the Thomaskirche and the Thomasschule. In 1789 this violone received - 

wrongly, according to Kröhner - a fire mark TS. It still has a label with the signature: "Leon-

hardt Bradter / Baßgeigenmacher in Prag / 1672".  

 

                                                      
32 Prinz 2005, p. 621f. 
33 Arnold Schering, Musikgeschichte Leipzigs, Bd. II, Leipzig 1926, p. 114. 
34 Christine Kröhner, "Die Streichinstrumente der Leipziger Thomaskirche aus Bachs Amtszeit", Bericht 

über die Wissenschaftliche Konferenz zum V. Internationalen Bachfest der DDR, 1985, hrsg. v. Winfried 

Hoffmann und Armin Schneiderheinze, Leipzig 1988, p. 157f. 

See also Dokumente GLT IX/C 2, p. 237f.; X/C 45, p.348; XI/C 4A/B, p. 528ff.; XI/C 44, p. 570.  
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Fig. 5a/b. Pradter-Violones. Left Nikolaikirche 1672, right Thomaskirche, before 1692. 

Photos Veit Heller. 

 

The Thomaskirche also still has its own old violone. It can be seen today in a room in the 

Thomaskirche dedicated to ancient instruments. The label is no longer legible. The Thomas-Baß 

is very similar to the violone from the Nikolaikirche and was also made with Prague inch di-

mensions. 35 New research (including dendrological research) by Veit Heller, the restorer 

from the Grassi Museum für Musikinstrumente at Leipzig University, confirms that this instru-

ment also comes from Pradter's workshop. It is therefore in any case older than 1692, as 

Pradter closed his workshop at that time. It was probably bought at the same time as the Ni-

kolai-Baß. Both instruments are nowadays equipped as four-string double basses. 36 Heller be-

lieves that the instruments were originally four-stringers, although the scroll of the Nikolai-

Baß has been relocated. The necks are apparently still original, but have been made narrower, 

especially that of the Thomas Baß. So originally there was room for five or six strings. Also the 

widely spaced ƒ-holes indicate an originally wider bridge with room for more than four 

strings. According to Heller, it is possible that the angles under which the necks were placed 

were also adjusted. The body height of both violones is 109 cm; the string length is 110 (TK) 

resp. 114 cm (NK). This makes them almost as large as contemporary double basses.  

In the Thomasschule there was a violone available in 1702, about which Kuhnau com-

plained in 1709 that it was " sehr in Stücken und durch den täglichen Gebrauch in denen 

zum Exercitio Musico gewidmeten Stunden übel zugerichtet". V This violone was replaced in 

1710 by an instrument built by Martin Hoffmann; 37 the annual accounts of the Thomasschule 

between 1723 and 1750 invariably show "1. Violon aõ 1711", and from 1735 also: ‘1. Violon aõ 

                                                      
35 Heller 2011, p. 51. 
36 Veit Heller, private correspondence, 9 January 2013. 
37 Esther Fontana / Veit Heller / Klaus Martius, Martin und Johann Christian Hoffmann: Geigen- und Lau-

tenmacher des Barock, Leipzig 2015, p. 82, n. 11. 
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1735. In der Auction erstanden’ (purchased at an auction). At the time of purchase the latter 

instrument was called a large violone (’großen Violon’). 38 According to Kuhnau, in 1704 two 

violones from the school were also used in the church. 39 But that the violones from the Thom-

asschule were also normally used in both churches is less obvious: the churches each had 

their own violone. Perhaps an exception was made when Bach had two violones being 

played. 

 

Which violone types were possibly used in Bach's churches? 
With the knowledge we have gained about the range of Bach's violone parts, the surviving 

instruments and the descriptions given by contemporaries, the seven types of violoncello 

mentioned in § 2 can be tested against the possibility that Bach used them in Leipzig. 

 

1. A four-string bass instrument in C (tuning C-G-d-a) does not appear in 18th century 

treatises under the name Violone. Such instruments are always called Violoncello. Bach 

wrote parts for violoncelli as well as for violone. Bach's surviving violones are much 

larger than these instruments. Almost certainly Bach's violones were not these cello-

like instruments. 

2. The four-string violone in G1 or E1 (double bass, tuned in fourths EAD-G1-1-) was men-

tioned only once during Bach's lifetime in Germany (Janowka). B This double bass 

cannot have been Bach's violone. As a 16' instrument it could not produce Bach's low-

est notes, and as an 8' instrument it could not produce the highest. A five-string dou-

ble bass with an extra string in C1 was only introduced in 1881 by Carl Otho. 40 Some 

contemporary violonists play the notes below E1 an octave higher. As far as is known, 

however, Bach did not force his instrumentalists to make ad hoc decisions about 

playing their notes an octave higher or lower (possibly with the exception of the 

harpsichordist): he wrote out such solutions. Apparently this double bass was not 

Bach's violone either. 

3. The four-string violone in C1 (double bass, sometimes tuned in fifths as C1-G1-D-A, 

but usually in fourths, presumably as C-1[E 1or F1]-A-D1) was explicitly mentioned 

once (Eisel); A perhaps also by Fuhrmann E and Barnickel; F they did not mention the 

number of strings. In terms of size, this could have been Bach's violone, but only if it 

was tuned in fifths, because otherwise the instrument could not produce Bach's high-

est notes. In 1752 Quantz also wrote about a four-string 16’ violone; Q he thought that 

violonists should be able to play along with cellists, although notes above g1 (on the 

double bass sounding g) would not be feasible. According to the sources, however, 

the instrument was of necessity almost always tuned in fourths. There is little chance 

that Bach's pupils could have played this double bass tuned in fifths. Bach's violones 

date from the seventeenth century, when overspun strings did not yet exist. Without 

wire wound strings, a C1 string was probably hardly playable on these instruments. 

Nevertheless, it is possible that after 1700 these violones were provided with wound 

strings, although there are no indications for this.  

4. The Basse double was probably not in vogue in Germany. 

                                                      
38 Philipp Spitta, Johann Sebastian Bach, Zweiter Band, Leipzig 21916; (Spitta II), p. 774. 
39 Ibid., p. 854. 
40 Otto Sack, "Der fünfsaitige Contrabass von Carl Otho, Leipzig", Zeitschrift für Instrumentenbau 1/20, 

1881, p. 276. 
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5. The five-string violone in F1 was only mentioned by Prinner. J This cannot have been 

Bach's violone, because as a 16' instrument it could not produce Bach's lowest notes 

and in 8' position not the highest. 

6. The six-string violone in D1 was mentioned during Bach's lifetime only by Eisel. A Ap-

parently this instrument was not only rare, but could also not produce Bach's lowest 

notes, unless the lowest string was tuned a tone lower. But in that case, precisely for 

that difficult-to-play string, an interval of a fifth to the next string is created, and 

many music theorists protested against this. For that reason too, this cannot have 

been Bach's violone. Bach's parts contain no unplayable notes (except as a result of 

transposition errors).  

7. The five- or six-stringed violone in G1  (G-violone) was mentioned in almost all sources 

in Germany during Bach's lifetime, and for that reason alone there is a good chance 

that such instruments were used in Leipzig. The 'ordinary' G-violones were large; this 

also applies to the surviving instruments in Leipzig, which date from an era when by 

far the majority of German violones were G-violones. These did not have wound 

strings at the beginning of the 18th century yet; violoncelli were still unknown. Con-

temporary authors often emphasise that Bach always used the full range of his instru-

ments. And because he did not prescribe any notes below C, according to them the G-

violone could not have been Bach's violone. However, this argument does not hold if 

the lowest string was missing or deliberately not used. A G-violone, with or without 

G1-string, so tuned  (G1)-C-E-A-d-g, may very well have been Bach's violone. The 

Deutsche Violon was called five- or six-string by Mattheson and Quantz. It must then 

have been played in 8' position. All tones used by Bach could be played on this vio-

lone. 41 In terms of the range of Bach's music, a G1 string was not necessary, but Marc 

Vanscheeuwijck argues that for an acceptable resonant sound an extra low string was 

very desirable. 42 One may wonder whether this also applied to the apparently dull 

sounding thick lowest string on the G-violone.  

 

The two remaining options, the four-string double bass in C1 (type 3) and the six-string G-

violone (type 7) need to be investigated further. 

Were Bach's violones in Leipzig played in 8' or 16' position? 
In order to find out whether Bach's violones in Leipzig were played an octave lower or not, it 

is necessary to name arguments mentioned in the literature that plead in favour of 8' vio-

lones and possibly provide them with counter-arguments; arguments in favour of 16' will be 

discussed afterwards. 

 

- Although modern violonists can perform fast notes excellently and well-articulated, 

16' doubling in fast runs can be experienced as unclear and messy, 43 especially in 

churches with their often spacious acoustics. After all, bass notes in particular have a 

longer reverberation. This would also be the reason why Bach's contemporaries, such 

                                                      
41 After 1685 the old viol tuning in A1 is mentioned only once, namely by Merck. 
42 Vanscheeuwijck 2002. 
43 Smit 2005, p. 9; Sigiswald Kuijken, "A Bach odyssey", Early Music 38/2, 2010, p. 266.  

Lambert Smit was among the first to believe that Bach's violone was not a double bass. Most of his ar-

ticles have never been published in magazines, but they can be consulted on the Internet. 
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as Niedt, warn against excessive use of the pedal by the accompanying organist 

(chapter XVIII). This is a matter of 'good taste'. 

- In several arias with specific violone parts, the highest notes on large 16' violones 

tuned in fifths were difficult to realise in Bach's time. Examples are BWV 42/6 (fig. 4) 

and BWV 182/6 (2nd version from Leipzig). Less pressure on the strings is needed on a 

8’ instrument than on a double bass. Such virtuoso episodes, and also fast runs, as for 

instance can be found in the continuo parts of BWV 244.2/27b from measure 105 (Erö-

ffne den feurigen Abgrund) were much easier for Bach's Thomasschule pupils to realise on 

the relatively thin strings in 8' position than on the thicker strings of a double bass.  

- Bach often wrote a continuo bass (partly) an octave lower than the vocal bass (e.g. in 

movement 4b of the Matthäus-Passion). This already created a 16' effect. So why did a 

violone have to play along at another octave lower? If the violone were to be played 

an octave lower, this would usually make the result unclear. 44  

However: a distance of two octaves need not be a problem, as it is filled up by 

cello, organ and harpsichord, which play in 8' position. Moreover, it should be 

pointed out again here that the organist possibly played with a 16' stop on the 

manual for the left hand. 

- Sometimes Bach even had his continuo instruments play two octaves lower than the 

vocal bass, e.g. in the Matthäus-Passion movement 20 m. 72 and movement 68 m. 13, 

Sanctus BWV 241 (in E) m. 13, or two octaves lower than another bass instrument (e.g. 

the organ in BWV 1). 45 With a violone played in 16' position the distance would be 

three octaves. Both Quantz and Johann Nikolaus Forkel warned against such large 

distances. W  

However, one should realise that the comments of Quantz and Forkel date 

from later times. Besides, there are only a few chords; perhaps Bach found this 

acceptable. 

- Many conductors from the historically informed performance practice (HIP) who use 

a double bass, despite the fact that the violone is prescribed, omit it in movements 

with few instruments, especially when the continuo part is high. 46 The reasons for 

this may coincide with the arguments above. In parts Bach was always precise with 

tacet annotations, it was most likely Bach's intention to have the violonist play along 

in the movements mentioned.  

However, there are also conductors who do not omit the double bass. 

- In order to play continuo parts on a four-string violone one octave lower, many con-

temporary players seem to have to tune their instrument differently every time. 47  

But perhaps Bach's violonists did the same. 

- In 1721, Gottfried Zimmermann's coffee house in Leipzig had at its disposal, besides 

harpsichords, 2 violins, 1 viola, 2 bassoons and 2 violones, but no cello. Then these vi-

olones must have been played in 8' position. 48  

                                                      
44 Smit 2005, p. 8; Kuijken 2010, p. 266. 
45 Laurence Dreyfus, Bach's Continuo Group, Cambridge (USA) 1987, p. 159; Smit 2005, p. 11f. 
46 Smit 2005, p. 5f. 
47 Ibid., "Bach's eight foot Violone, tuned Cgda", 2005 [www.lambertsmit.com], p. 1f. 
48 Arnold Schering, Musikgeschichte Leipzigs, Bd. III, Leipzig 1941, p. 135; Maria Hübner, "Die Kaffehäu-

ser von Gottfried Zimmermann und Enoch Richter in Leipzig", BJ 104, 2018, p.50f.  
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However, it is possible that a cello could have been used from the Neue 

Kirche. 

 

Four arguments - mainly put forward by Laurence Dreyfus - that should argue in favour of 

violones played an octave lower are incorrect: 

 

1. Dreyfus thinks that Bach would not have prescribed the violone, when the difference 

with the cello is so small. 49  

However, as already mentioned, the sound of the large 8' violone is more gen-

erous and thicker than that of the cello. This may have been an argument for 

including this instrument.  

2. In inventory lists from 1701, Kuhnau mentioned the presence of "Ein großer Violon" 

(a large violone) in both churches. 50 ‘Large’ would then refer to a 16' violone, accord-

ing to Dreyfus.  

It is correct that Kuhnau called the violones large, but as noted above, G-vio-

lones were usually large, as were the surviving Pradter-violones in Leipzig.  

3. In BWV 147/7 the score would have the agile cello part on the first note of each triplet 

for the first four bars have stems up; the simpler violone part would have downward 

stems. In mm. 42, 43 the – supposedly 8’ – violone part then rises an octave above the 

cello part. 51 Apparently Dreyfus based his work on the BG edition (fig. 6). In the au-

tographic score the stems have been swapped, and it is not indicated who played 

which part. 

Fig. 6. BWV 147/7, score (BG edition), m. 1, 42-43. 

 

But the direction of the stems says nothing, as the score of BWV 245.4 move-

ment 27b shows (fig. 7): their direction could depend on available space in the 

score.  
 

 
Fig. 7. BWV 245, score, movement 27b (beginning), bass and continuo. 

 

                                                      
49 Dreyfus 1987, p. 165. 
50 Schering 1926, p. 114. 
51 Dreyfus 1987, p. 161. 
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More clarity about BWV 147/7 can be derived from the parts. There is a part 

for organ, a part for cello and a fragment for figured continuo (harpsichord). 

Organ and harpsichord have the same notes, apart from the transposition. The 

cello part (fig. 8a) rises above the organ and the harpsichord in mm. 42 and 43 

(fig. 8b). However, there is no mention of a violone part; the violonist may 

have read along from one of the two parts. In all scenarios, the notes played by 

the violonist were not higher than those of the cello, as Dreyfus - wrongly - be-

lieved.  

 

 

Fig. 8a/b. BWV 147/7, m. 42-43. 

Left: Violoncello part; right: Continuo (harpsichord) part. 

 

4. In the score of BWV 62/1 the chorale melody in the continuo is split into two lines, 

which are one octave apart. The lower line has (initially) the stems upwards, the up-

per line has them downwards (fig. 9a). In a violone part from 1732/1735 only the high 

notes are written (Fig. 9b). Then the lower notes must be for the cello, according to 

Dreyfus. If the violone had been played in 8' position, it would sound an octave 

higher than the cello, which would be illogical. 52 

 

Fig. 9a. BWV 62/1 (beginning), score, continuo line. 

 

 
Fig. 9b. BWV 62/1 (beginning), violone part. 

Fig. 9c/d. BWV 62/1 (beginning). 

Left: continuo part; right: organ part (which is also called Continuo). 

 

However, the continuo part (partly figured, Fig. 9c) and the organ part (Fig. 

9d) also feature this double notation. Possibly these instruments were played 

one octave lower; general bass players found in their courses (such as those of 

                                                      
52 Ibid., p. 162 . 
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Johann David Heinichen) 53 that it could be advisable to do so. It is therefore 

obvious that the organist played the low part on the pedal, probably with a 16' 

stop. Only in the later violone part (1732/1735, fig. 9b) the low notes are omit-

ted. This part, incidentally, has many runs, which makes it more difficult to be 

played on a 16' violone. In the continuo part there is no mention of the cellist 

playing the low notes. Perhaps these low notes are meant for the organ (and 

have been accidentally copied from the score in the continuo part) or for the 

bassoon. The only certainty is that Bach wanted the violonist to play the upper 

part. 

  

There are four other arguments in favour of a 16'-violone, namely:  

 

1. The remark by Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach (preface Birnstiel edition with four-part 

chorales) from 1765, mentioned in chapter XVIII, who wrote that his father used "ein 

sechzehnfüßiges baßirendes Instrument, welches diese Lieder allezeit mitgespielt 

hat".  

Since this preface is addressed to organists, however, it is quite possible that 

he meant an organ with a 16' stop, and not a violone;  

2. The fact, also mentioned in Chapter XVIII, that in two Schübler chorales for organ 

(BWV 645 and 646) Bach prescribed a 16'-register in the bass part: here Bach evidently 

wanted a 16'-sound character.  

But the playing of the bass part on a pedal or a separate manual with a 16'-reg-

ister does not automatically imply a similar use of the violone.  

3. In the score of the Matthäus-Passion BWV 244.2, no. 35 ("Geduld") reads: Tenore, Vio-

lonc. e Org 2di Chori (fig. 10).  
 

 
Fig. 10. BWV 244.2, score, movement 35 (beginning). 

 

Apparently Bach did not want a 16' sound here, which, according to Alfred Dürr, 

would imply that he wanted it in the other movements. 54  

This conclusion, however, is disputable. There is no Tacet in the two continuo 

parts of this aria (fig. 11). If a violonist played along, he probably did so here 

too. If Bach wanted an 8' sound, then the violone must have been 8'. Moreover, 

                                                      
53 Johann David Heinichen, Der General-Bass in der Composition, Dresden 1728, p. 124f. 
54 Alfred Dürr, NBA II.5, Kritischer Bericht, Kassel 1974, p. 179. 
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one may wonder whether Bach really wrote Violonc. or Violoni.; the latter nota-

tion may be a term for cello and violone together (see § 4). The dot after the 

word suggests an abbreviation, however. 
 

 
Fig. 11. BWV 244.1, movement 35 (beginning), continuo part 2nd chorus. 

 

In the score of the early version BWV 244.1 there is no further indication in the 

continuo system (noemen we het in het Engels system? Of section? )of this 

aria; here, too, the entire continuo group probably played along. Whether the 

organist used a 16' register in the left hand is is not clear. 

4. On the G-violone, the highest string is tuned in g, on the double bass in a (sounding 

A). So high notes can be reached with less position shifting on the double bass. 

On the other hand, the highest string on the double bass is more difficult to 

press due to its thickness. 55 

 

All in all, the arguments in favour of 16’ violones seem to be less strong than those in favour 

of 8’ ones. 

Bach’s violones in Leipzig: conclusion 
It is now possible to make a responsible choice between the two remaining options, namely 

the four-string double bass in C1 (type 3) and the five- or six-string G-violone (type 7). The ar-

guments discussed above point in the direction of an 8' tuning. And the double bass in C1 

was not only mentioned much less often than the G-violone in the treatises, but was also usu-

ally tuned in fourths, as tuning in fifths was considered hardly playable. 

All things considered, it can be said that Bach's violones were in all probability 8’-

played G-violones. He found these large instruments on his arrival in Leipzig in 1723. He did 

not use the lowest string. This way he could limit himself to one continuo part, played in 

                                                      
55 Some of Bach's contemporaries mentioned the range of the G-violone; notes higher than c1 or d1 could 

only be reached by means of a good and easy "Applicatur, oder Übersetzung der Finger", i.e. with po-

sition shifts. Speer in 1695 called the highest attainable tone d1, K Walther (1708 L and 1732 G) and Niedt 

(1706) M called it d1 or even e1, and Majer (1732) c1. O Eisel (1738) thought that a pupil could play up to 

c1; higher notes were the domain of experienced players. A  These data were not mentioned about the 

double bass in C1. 

Modern thumb techniques were apparently not necessary. In any case, it is clear that tones up to a 

fifth higher than the root tone of the highest string should not pose any problems for pupils, whereas 

tones up to an octave higher than the root tone were about the limit of what could be asked of good 

players. If Bach did indeed use a G-violone, then it is striking that in seven of the twenty-three surviv-

ing parts higher demands were made of the violonists than could be expected according to Bach's con-

temporaries. These high notes also appeared in the violone parts from Weimar and Köthen. So no less 

was expected of players in Leipzig (mainly Thomasschule pupils) than of the professional violonists in 

Weimar and Köthen. 
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unison by cello, violone and bassoon, which apparently was his ideal in Leipzig. Whether the 

expensive G-string1 was maintained in order to achieve a resonant sound, is questionable.  

Were Bach's G-violones later converted to double basses? 
After 1750, four-string E1 and other types of double basses almost entirely superseded the G-

violone. 56 Morton suspects that in the 18th century G-violones with wound strings were used to 

double in the lower octave. 57 Tharald Borgir suggests that G-violones were converted in Italy 

into four-string double basses, usually in E1, after the advent of the cello. 58 However, the 

scale of this conversion and the time it took are not known. As mentioned, both violones 

were called Contra-Bässe in Leipzig from 1823 onwards. It may be assumed that the violones 

were converted to four-string double basses by then; this may also have happened earlier 

(maybe already during Bach's lifetime). 

Below (§ 4) it will be described that relatively many violone parts for Bach's cantatas 

date from after 1729. These are almost always re-performances, for which Bach sometimes 

wrote a separate violone part (but usually not). This raises the question of whether Bach had 

his violone parts converted to double basses then - or later. Perhaps this could explain the 

three remaining arguments against 8'-violones. After all, all these arguments concern the pe-

riod after 1729. In anticipation of § 4, it may be added that Bach made a violone part with 

only the principal notes of movement 2 for a re-performance of BWV 78, probably after 1740, 

and that in a re-performance of BWV 100, possibly in 1742, he did not let the violone sound 

in parts that contain semiquavers. Such interventions are logical when a double bass is used. 

Because the later violone parts in repeat performances (BWV 62, 78, 100, 182) ran in depth to 

C, they must have been converted to the 4-string double bass in C during Bach’s lifetime. 

However, there are objections to the hypothesis of such a conversion to double basses tuned 

in fifths:  

 

1. In Bach's day, playing the large double basses tuned in fifths was considered very dif-

ficult, even with the strings wound (cf. Eisel, Petri and others);  

2. The above mentioned arguments in favour of 8' violones are still valid; especially the 

difficult to play high notes and virtuoso passages were problematic on double basses 

tuned in fifths; 59 

3. In sources from after 1750 in which the violone was a double bass, it is always em-

phasised that the contra violone player should limit himself to the main notes (the in-

strument was meant for grandeur, majestic splendour in large ensembles, not for vir-

tuoso parts); Bach's violone parts were usually unsuitable for such a limitation (see § 

4);  

                                                      
56 E.g. Prinz 2005, p. 620f. 
57 Morton 2002 (s.p. ). 
58 Borgir 1987, p. 80. 
59 For instance in the part for one aria in BWV 137 that was probably meant for violone (see below in § 

4), in the already mentioned violone part of BWV 42 from ca. 1742 and in the violone part of BWV 195 

from 1748. Both his Passions BWV 244 and 245 also contain many virtuoso passages in movements, 

which are not provided with tacet notes for the violone. In BWV 245.5 Bach did write tacet in many 

movements for the bassono grosso, but not for the violone - unless such a special violone part has been 

lost. The part for bassono grosso was apparently not intended for a double bass player. In other words, 

Bach usually made no effort to spare his - supposed - double bass player, usually a pupil of the Thom-

asschule. 
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4. There are no surviving indications of such a (hypothetical) conversion of violones in 

the form of an order, account or indication in the music during Bach’s lifetime.  

 

In short: it is unlikely that Bach's violones were converted to double basses during his life-

time, but this cannot be ruled out completely. 

Was the Violone grosso a double bass? 
If Bach used 8'-violones, one may assume that by violone grosso he meant an octaving instru-

ment. Three times Bach writes for a violone grosso in his vocal works in Leipzig, in the follow-

ing compositions. 

 

1. BWV 205 is a large scale secular cantata from 1725. The score reads on the first page: 

[...] violoncello, Cont: è Violono Großo. The lowest note is C. This may well refer to the 

period when Bach worked in Leipzig, but not to the instruments he used in the 

churches. It means at most that somewhere in Leipzig a violone grosso in C1 may have 

been present. Besides, the player has to perform a lot of fast runs over a large range; 

this does not plead for a double bass. 

2. For BWV 149 a separate part has been made for Violone Großo, but only for movement 

2. The cantata was written around 1728. However, the original parts are missing. 

There is only a copy from after Bach's death, so it is very uncertain whether the indi-

cation Violone Großo originates from Bach himself. A striking feature of this part is that 

there are no notes lower than F-sharp1; an E-violone1 would suffice. 

3. The score of Bach's Sanctus BWV 241, an arrangement of a double choir composition 

by Johann Caspar Kerll, is notated in D (Chorton?). The parts are notated in E (Kam-

merton). The score has one stave for Violoncello e Violone; the title page says: violone.. 

But there are separate parts for Violoncello senza Violone and Violone großo: the continuo 

group was apparently divided in two choirs. The parts date from ca. 1749, the time 

when, according to Carl Philipp Emanuel Bach, the G-violone lost so much popularity 

that it was almost abolished, and it seems possible that by now a real double bass in 

C1 or E1 could be used; E1 being the lowest note. One might even assume that the 

availability of an E1 double bass was the reason for the transposition to E. The voic-

ing, however, suggests otherwise. From m. 26 onwards the cello and violone dupli-

cate for the most part one of the two vocal basses. The violone is always given the 

lowest part (this is not always chorus 2). But why should this already low part be ac-

companied by a violone played at the lower octave? This would only increase the dis-

tance between the two - equal - bass parts (fig. 12). In m. 36 a parallel movement over 

a distance of two octaves is created between the second vocal bass and the continuo, 

if the violone were to octave. It has already been mentioned above that in m. 13 an 

improbable distance of three octaves would then arise. 60 

 

                                                      
60 Smit 2005, p. 11f. 
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Fig. 12. BWV 241 (version in E, NBA), measure 29-31,  

parts violoncello, violone großo, vocal bass choir 1, vocal bass choir 2, harpsichord/organ. 

 

In all three cases one can have doubts about the character of the violone grosso. Perhaps in 

BWV 205 and 149 a large G-violone is meant and in BWV 241 the new "großen Violon" from 

1735 from the Thomasschule. 

 

Of the seven types of violone discussed, five cannot have been used by Bach in 

Leipzig. On his arrival there he found large instruments, which are still in ex-

istence. From some characteristics it can be deduced that they were probably 

rebuilt to double basses at a later stage, but were originally G-violones. All 

the notes that Bach prescribed could be played on them; not so on four-string 

double basses tuned in fourths. Because the range of Bach's violone extends in 

depth to C, the G-violones must have been played in 8' position; probably the 

organ provided the desired 16' sound. The difficult to play and moderate 

sounding lowest string for the tones G1- B1 was therefore not necessary. It was 

probably missing: this type of violone was called five- or six-string. The ad-

vantage of the violone over the violoncelli that also played was its fuller 

sound in depth. Perhaps Bach had a double bass in E1 at the end of his life  

(Violono grosso), but there is little evidence of this. After Bach's death G-vio-

lones were mostly replaced by, or converted into, double basses in Germany. 
 

4. How did Bach use the violone in Leipzig? 

The violone in parts and scores 
Of the Weimar cantatas, six contain specific violone parts. 61 Compared to the works from 

Leipzig, that is a relatively large number. Bach made new parts for BWV 182 and 185.2 in 

Leipzig, because they were played in a different key there. Moreover, a violone part was 

made in Leipzig for BWV 63. 

                                                      
61 BWV 18, 63, 132, 162.1, 185.1, 199.1 
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Besides the parts mentioned, only ten church works from Leipzig have survived with parts 

expressly intended for violone. 62 Of these, only the parts for BWV 49 and 226 date from the 

period 1723-1729; the other eight date from after 1729, when Bach had completed his regular 

cantata volumes. These are mainly re-performances. In addition, notes in some scores and 

parts indicate (sometimes indirectly) that a violonist played along. 63 This almost always con-

cerns differentiation in works for large ensembles. 

In Leipzig Bach almost always wrote continuo parts with the name Continuo. As with 

the cello and the bassoon, he usually had a good reason for creating parts specifically for the 

violone. The following overview is limited to the works written in Leipzig. 

 

- In BWV 78 and 100 the violonist did not play in all movements. 

- In BWV 226 only the violonist played the continuo part; the cellist and bassoonist 

played colla parte along with both vocal basses. 

- In BWV 241 the violonist did not play along with the continuo, but usually colla parte 

with one of the two vocal bass parts (see § 3). 

- The violone part for BWV 42 differs from the other continuo parts.  

In 1742 Bach wrote new parts for organ and violone (fig. 13a) which, especially in 

movements 2 and 4, differ from the existing parts for continuo and bassoon (fig. 13b). 

 

 
Fig. 13a. BWV 42, violone part, movement 2. 

 

 
Fig. 13b. BWV 42, bassoon part, movement 2. 

 

- In BWV 1083 differentiation between cello and violone takes place (see § XXI.4) 

- In BWV 62 the differences are not great. The late violone part was also used by the 

harpsichordist, although this is not mentioned in the caption; both recitatives are fig-

ured. Perhaps Bach wanted a larger continuo section than on previous occasions. In 

movement 1 the violonist plays only the highest part of the chorale melody (§ 3). 

 

The violone parts of BWV 49, 195.3 and 240 are entirely identical to the other continuo parts. 

Why Bach specifically assigned these parts to the violone is not known. 

Bach's use of the violone 
As mentioned earlier, it appears from the scores and parts that Bach - apart from the re-per-

formance of works from Weimar - intended to use the violone at least 22 times in Leipzig. 

Minimal, because six examples (see below) show that the violonist could play more often 

                                                      
62 BWV 42, 49, 62, 78, 100, 195.3, 226, 240, 241 and 1083. A violone part for BWV 156 dates from after 

Bach's death. 
63 BWV 27, 97, 110, 119, 147, 170, 174, 194.2, 243.2, 244.2, 245.4 and 248.2. 
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from a continuo part, although this is not always directly apparent from the parts or the 

score. As also discussed, besides the organ part (generally also called Continuo), usually one 

or two other continuo parts have survived. One of these is often (partly) figured, so that its 

use on the harpsichord desk is obvious; the other is always unfigured. The players of the 

cello, violone and bassoon could in theory have played from these two parts. 

A first example of an indication that the violonist normally played along from a con-

tinuo part is implicitly deduced from Bach's second arrangement of Kerl's Sanctus BWV 241: 

in addition to the violone part (Violone großo), there is a part Violoncello senza Violone (Fig. 12). 

The last addition makes it clear that the violonist normally played along with the cellos from 

the same Continuo part. 

Another example can be found in the opening chorus of BWV 97. There is a continuo 

part that was later provided with the inscription pro Bassoni e Violoncello. The handwriting in-

dicates that this addition took place at one time, so at least three instrumentalists (the celli 

must have been double) were reading from that part together. It seems practically impossible 

that a violonist also played from it. An unspecified unfigured part for Continuo (fig. 14) has 

also survived, which follows the lowest part in places of differentiation (cf. fig. 22). It is there-

fore obvious that the violonist played from this part, possibly together with the harpsichord-

ist. 

 

  
Fig. 14. BWV 97, movement 1, m. 89-91, Continuo part. 

 

A third example can be found in cantata BWV 27. After movement 2, a recitative, Bach ap-

parently began the score with the following aria (fig. 15). After crossing out the beginning he 

started again on the next page. Nevertheless, one can see from the crossed-out section that 

the bass of the harpsichord part was played along by the violone (Violono). This part for left 

hand cum violone has been copied in the continuo part; apparently, the violonist played 

along with it as a matter of course, although it does not appear from this part. 
 

Fig. 15. BWV 27, score, crossed out beginning of movement 3. 
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A fourth example is the Sinfonia of cantata BWV 174. Here too the violonist (together with 

the bassoonist) must have read from the continuo part, as only one non-transposed continuo 

part has survived (in addition to the three obligato cello parts), while the score mentions the 

continuo system: Basson e Violone con Cont.  

A fifth example is BWV 110. In movement 1 the continuo part is split into an upper 

and a lower line (fig. 16). 
 

 
Fig. 16. BWV 110, movement 1, score, continuo line, m. 67-69. 

 

This split is also found in the continuo part and the organ part. Nowhere is it indicated for 

which instruments these two lines are meant. But the bassoon has its own (deviant) part, and 

the organist was apparently expected to play both lines. That leaves the ordinary continuo 

part (possibly in addition to the harpsichord) for cello and violone, with a violonist probably 

playing the lower line. 

A final example can be found in movement 1 of the Weihnachtsoratorium BWV 248.4I, in 

which differentiation occurs in the continuo. From notes in the score it seems that only vio-

loncelli and bassoni can be heard in addition to organ and harpsichord, so no violone (fig. 17).  
 

 
Fig. 17. BWV 248.4I opening chorus, score, continuo line, m. 6-8. 

 

The parts seem to confirm this: a cello part and a bassoon part have been preserved. But in 

addition, there is a complete unfigured continuo part. This must have been used by the vi-

olonist or the harpsichordist, or both. If Bach himself played the harpsichord, the unfigured 

part must have been intended for the violonist. In the indication Cont. (fig. 17) must then also 

have included the violone in addition to the organ and the harpsichord. 

This throws a different light on the scoring of the continuo in other cantatas, such as 

BWV 7. On the (possibly later) cover it says: Violoncello e Continuo. 64 The surviving parts are 

incomplete; therefore it is not known how this was worked out in the parts; a figured, un-

transposed continuo part does however survive. It is possible that (from this?) a violonist 

also played, if the violone can be included in the term continuo. 

                                                      
64 Dreyfus 1987, p. 156. 
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The conclusion from the above, which is not so surprising, is that from notes in some scores 

it can be deduced that the violonist could play along from the Continuo parts. But this does 

not imply that this always happened. In his memorandum Bach complained about the lack 

of good players; at least until 1730, he had the violas, cellos and violone played by pupils of 

the Thomasschule, for lack of good instrumentalists. 65 Whenever there was a shortage of staff, 

Bach might have had to choose between the cello and the violone. This choice was less prob-

lematic if the violone, like the cellos, was playing in 8’ position. Sometimes Bach seems to 

have made that choice in favour of the violoncello. 66 It may be that he did not always have a 

capable violone player available. For instance, for the first performance of BWV 182 in Leip-

zig a separate cello part was made and only later in 1728 an identical violoncello part. Possi-

bly Bach only had a violonist available in 1728. 67 It is remarkable that the violonist did not 

play along with the cellist in 1728, but was given his own part. 

Another indication of the lack of a violone part is found in BWV 78. As mentioned in 

§ 3, there is a later separate violone part for movement 2, a duet (fig. 18b), in which only the 

main notes of the continuo part (fig. 18a) are notated. 68 

 

Fig. 18a/b. BWV 78, movement 2 (beginning), left continuo part, right (late) violone part. 

 

The violonist does not seem to have played the remaining movements unchanged from an-

other continuo part, as the violone part is notated on the back of the horn player's part. The 

latter had to play his corno only in in movements 1 and 7, so not during this duet. So the vi-

olonist could not have played the violone during the movements 1 and 7. A similar case can 

be found in BWV 137. On the back of the third trumpet part, the continuo part of movement 

4 is written (fig. 19). The instrumentation is not indicated, but the same may be true here,   

                                                      
65 Memorandum 1730, r. 84ff. 
66 The title page of parts for the first version of the Missa in b BWV 232.2 (for the court in Dresden, 

1733) mentions as continuo instruments: 2. Bassoni, Violoncello e Continuo (BD I, no. 166, p. 233f.). As 

continuo parts, besides the bassoon part, a figured continuo part in Kammerton (harpsichord) and a 

cello part have been preserved. Nevertheless, the violonist could have read along from the harpsi-

chord or cello part. Moreover, this was not a performance in Leipzig. 
67 Dreyfus 1987, p. 157. 
68 Ibid., p. 161f. and Smit 2005, p. 6. Authors after Bach's death like Quantz and Petri indicated that the 

good contraviolonist (who played a double bass) should limit himself to main notes, as Bach noted for 

instance in the violone part of BWV 78/2. The question arises whether this also applies to Bach's other 

violone parts. Sometimes Bach did indeed write simplified continuo parts for violone: besides BWV 

78/2 he also wrote them in BWV 132/3 (Weimar), 42/2,4, 149/2, 174/1, 244.2/59, 245.4/1 and 245.4/27b. 

But Bach more often wrote very virtuoso parts for violone or for continuo. Restricting the music to 

main notes is not usually possible, especially for the less experienced Thomasschule students. In other 

words, limiting the music to main notes for the violone was not standard procedure for Bach. 
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although it is certainly not a simplified part. In these cases Bach probably did not have a vio-

lone player available and for some arias he had to call upon one of the Stadtpfeiffer or Kun-

stgeiger who did not play on another instrument in that aria. 

 

 

 
Fig. 19. BWV 137, movement 4, third trumpet part, page 2. 

 

It seems that Bach liked to include the violone in the continuo when he had a player availa-

ble. Nowhere are there tacet entries for the violone in Continuo parts, which may have been 

used by the violone. Therefore, if the violonist played from an ordinary continuo part, he 

will have played continuously, also in arias and recitatives. 69 Moreover, there are cantatas 

with separate violone parts in which the violonist played in every movement. 70 Also in ar-

rangements of works by other composers and in the motet Der Geist hilft unsrer Schwachheit 

auf BWV 226 the violonist played (almost) everything. 71 Only in a few exceptional cases did 

the violone not sound in all the movements. Sometimes in only one movement (BWV 147, 

78), sometimes in some movements (BWV 42), sometimes in almost all (BWV 100).  

Bach never gave the violone an obligato part, but used it exclusively as a continuo in-

strument. For other instruments differentiation occurred when the instrument fulfilled a solo 

role; this is not the case for the violone. The musicians in the continuo group almost always 

played the same notes. Only rarely, usually in large works, did Bach deviate from this. 

The concept of ‘Violoni’ 
Differentiation takes place in recitative no. 59 of the Matthäus-Passion (fig. 20).  

 

 
Fig. 20. BWV 244.2/ 59, continuo part choir 1, beginning. 

 

The violone (together with the organ) has a simplified part, unlike the cellos, which did not 

yet appear in the early version BWV 244.1. Bach wrote the following in the continuo part: Vi-

                                                      
69 Alfred Dürr, Die Kantaten von Johann Sebastian Bach, Kassel 1971, Bd. I, p. 69; Alfred Dürr, Die Bach-

Kantate aus heutiger Sicht [1986], Im Mittelpunkt Bach, hrsg. v. Kirsten Beißwenger, Kassel 1988, p. 256. 
70 BWV 49, 62, 97, 195.3. 
71 BWV 240, 241, 1083, Giovanni Pierluigi Palestrina (Missa sine nomine), Johann Gottlieb Goldberg 

(Durch die herzliche Barmherzigkeit), Johann Christoph Bach (Lieber Herr Gott); BWV 226. 
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oloni. This means that he wanted two violones in the first choir; in the second choir he obvi-

ously needed (at least) a violone as well. Possibly the violones from both churches were 

used, supplemented by those from the Thomasschule. That this was an exception is clear from 

Bach's memorandum, in which he wanted only one violone. 72 Another request for two vio-

lones is only found in the opening chorus of BWV 119. Here the score reads at the start of the 

Organo staff: Violoncelli, Bassoni è Violoni all unisono col' Organo (fig. 21). 
 

 
Fig. 21. BWV 119/1, beginning, score, organ-bar. 

 

Naturally, Bach could have used two violones more often without this being apparent from 

the manuscripts. 

The term Violoni also occurs in BWV 97, 170 and 194.2, but there it seems to have a 

different meaning. In m. 85 of the above-mentioned movement 1 of BWV 97, in the Continuo 

pro Bassono e Violoncello part, there is a division into a high and a low part. In the high part, 

Bassoni is solo, but in the low part, in m. 89, Violoni (plural; fig. 22). It is striking that the cellos 

are not mentioned, even though the part is intended for bassoon and cellos, not for violone, 

according to the caption. The notation Violoni could be a remnant of an earlier destination for 

this part, but even then the plural form remains strange. 
 

 
Fig. 22. BWV 97, movement 1, m. 89-91, part Continuo pro Bassono e Violoncello. 

 

It is possible that the indication Violoni refers to the violoncelli (the low strings playing from 

this part). 73 The plural form is then understandable. But it seems that Bach could use the 

term Violoni to refer in general to all string instruments that play continuo, i.e. violoncelli, 

possibly together with the violone. Strictly speaking, violoncello means 'small violone'. This is 

clear from part 3 of BWV 170, for example. The unfigured continuo part seems to state that 

the Violons do not sound here (fig. 23a). 74 The score however shows that the violoncelli are 

                                                      
72 Memorandum 1730, r. 39, 74. 
73 N.B. it is possible that Bach wrote this cantata not (only) for Leipzig, but (also) for the court in Wei-

ßenfels (see Marc-Roderich Pfau, "Entstanden Bachs vier späte Choralkantaten "per omnes versus" für 

Gottesdienste des Weißenfelder Hofes?", BJ 101, 2015, pp. 341-347). This is shown, among other things, 

by the presence of a (later?) organ part that is notated a third lower. However, the term Violoni (in a 

part for bassoon and cello) may also have included the cellos. 
74 Bach also used the notation Violons in BWV 208 and in the memorandum 1730, r. 16. Prinz thinks to 

read Violone here (Prinz 2005, p. 612). 
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also silent in this aria (fig. 23b). Apparently Violons here also refer to all string instruments 

playing continuo. 

Fig. 23a/b. BWV 170/3, beginning. Left: Continuo part; right: score.  

 

A final indication can be found in BWV 194.2/1 (Störmthaler score). After the continuo part 

has been assigned to the organ solo in m. 101 (fig. 24a), the other continuo instruments rejoin 

in m. 112 (fig. 24b). 75 The notation is: Bassoni e Violoni. There is no mention of the cellos. It is 

possible that in Störmthal more than one violone was used and no cellos, but it is likely that 

with Violoni all continuo string instruments were meant. 

Fig. 24a/b. BWV 194.2/1, Störmthaler score, m. 101 and 112. 

 

Bach wrote few separate parts for the violone; normally a violonist played 

along from a continuo part. Separate parts were generally only necessary for a 

special reason such as differentiation. In a number of scores of works for large 

scale, the appearance of differentiation in the continuo bar indicates that a vi-

olone played along. Presumably Bach liked to use a violone whenever he had 

a suitable player at his disposal; according to the memorandum, this was al-

ways a Thomasschule pupil. When a suitable player was lacking, Bach may 

have made do with violoncelli. 
 

 

Rens Bijma, version 26-05-2022 

                                                      
75 In the continuo part of the first version from Leipzig (1724) this differentiation does not occur. 
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With thanks to Albert Clement, Jos van Veldhoven, Robert Franenburg, Maggie Urquhart and James 

Munro 

 

A Johann Philipp Eisel, Musicus autodidaktos, Erfurt 1738, p. 47f. 

1. Der ausfüllende Violon, Französisch / Basse de Violon, oder wie ihn die Teutschen nennen / 

die grosse Baß-Geige / ist unter den mit Saiten bezogenen Instrumenten / so mit Bogen gestri-

chen werden / das grösseste / und manchmal wol zweymal so groß als ein Violoncello, folglich 

müssen auch die Saiten darauf nach Proportion des Corps dicker und länger seyn.  

2. […] Es hat derselbe wie eine Viola di Gamba ordentlich sechs Saiten. 

3. […] Die unterste oder gröbste Saite wird ins contra G. die andre ins tiefe C. die dritte ins 

tiefe E. die vierte ins A. die fünffte ins D. und die sechste / oder oberste / ins hohe G. gestim-

met. 

4. […] Die unterste / dritte / vierte / fünffte [Saiten haben] zwey / die andere nur einen / aber 

die sechste drey. […] 

10. […] Der Ton [auf der sechsten Saite] worein sie an sich selbst gestimmet / ist G. und unter 

ihren drey ordentlichen Griffen heisset der erste A. der andere H. der dritte C. Man kan auch 

höher hinauf steigen / doch das gehöret vor keine Schüler / sondern geübte auf dem Violon.  

11. […] daß manche mehr als einen Finger aufsetzen wenn sie greiffen / manche dagegen set-

zen nur einen auf changiren aber nach Belieben mit demselben, jeder nach Gefallen und Lei-

bes-Kräfften. 

15. […] daß ein Anfänger darauf sich bey Zeiten angelegen seyn lassen muß / einen feinen 

saubern und langen Strich zu führen, damit die Tone desto besser ausgedrücket werden. Übri-

gens ist der Violon ein Instrument, das ziemliche Kräffte des Leibes erfordert und starcke 

Fäuste haben will. […] 

18. […] Der Violon von dieser Gattung [die erste von zwey anderen Gattungen] hat ein weit grös-

ser und breiter Corpus, gehet auch eine Quarte tiefer als der Bass-Violon. Die unterste Saite heis-

set D. die andere G. die dritte C. die vierte E. die fünffte A. die sechste D, daß also diese Stim-

mung mit der Viola da Gamba vollkommen überein kommet. 

19. […] Dieser Violon [d.h. die andere Gattung] führet gleichfalls ein so grosses doch breiteres 

Corpus, und hat nur 4. Saiten, darauf das 16-Füßige contra-C. Wird von vielen wie ein Violon-

cello (eine Octave tiefer) von den mehresten aber per Quartam gestimmet, schneidet in der Mu-

sic besser durch denn der 6. saitichte, will auch im spielen mehr Force als alle beyde erfordern, 

und wird von den Italiänern Violone grosso genennet. 
B Thomáš Baltazar Janowka, Clavis ad Thesaurum Magnae Artis Musicae, Prague 1701, p. 322f. 

VIOLONE non minùs notum instrumentum, qvatuor constans communiter cordis, quarum 

accord ordinarium in choris Musicorum usitatum est sequens.  

[G-A-d-g]  

Ambitus ejus est à G magno usque ad c1 vel d1. [...] 

Est autem duplex, aliud Violone Grosso seu Magnum, aliud picolo seu parvum; quod per oc-

tavam à priore altiùs sonat. [...] 

Quidam tamen quartumseu infimam chordam in F concordant, & sic ambitus ejus cum Voce 

Bassistica prorsus est idem. Alii utrumque Bassum aliter ex integro concordant, sed quia ac-

cord pro cujusvis placito fieri posset, quis omnia recensibit. 

[Translated by Alfred Planyavsky (Alfred Planyavsky, Geschichte des Kontrabasses, Tutzing21984 , p. 

207):] 

Der Violone ist ein nicht weniger bekanntes Instrument mit vier Saiten, die folgendermaßen 

gestimmt sind: 

[G-A-d-g] 

Sein Umfang reicht vom Großen G bis c1 beziehungsweise d1. […] 
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Von diesem Instrument gibt es aber zwei Arten. Einerseits dem Violone grosso oder den gro-

ßen, anderseits den kleinen Violone, die im Oktavabstand von einander klingen. […]  

Manche stimmen jedoch die vierte oder unterste Saite in F, und so ist der Tonumfang mit der 

Baßstimme wieder übereinstimmend. Wiederum andere stimmen beiden Bässe grundsätzlich 

anders, wie es eben jedermann beliebet. 
C Bartolomeo Bismantova, Compendio Musicale, Libro Principale, Ferrara 1677, p. [118]. 

  
D Johann Samuel Petri, Anleitung zur praktischen Musik, Lauban 1767; Leipzig 1782 edition, p. 456ff. 

Vom großen Violon. 

§. 1. Er heißt gemeiniglich der Contraviolono, weil dieser Contreviolon die tiefen Contratöne un-

ter der großen Oktave hat.  […] 

§. 4. In der Größe des Korpus sind die Violone sehr verschieden, aber in der Stimmung sind 

sie einerley, wenigstens was die drey obersten Saiten anbelangt. Es werden dieselben Quar-

tenweise gestimt, A, D, G. […] 

§. 5. Die Ursach dieser Stimmung ist die allzugroße Entfernung der Tongriffe von einander, 

welche der Hand nicht erlauben, wie bey der Geige und Violoncello, vier Töne hinter einan-

der zu begreifen. Die Finger langen nicht weiter, als bis zu drey Tönen, und da sie nach der 

bloßen Saite nur noch zween Töne nehmen können, so muß die folgende Saite in die Quarte 

gestimt werden. Dennoch gehört immer noch eine große Hand mit langen Fingern dazu, auch 

nur diese Paar Töne gehörig rein zu greifen. 

§. 6. Diejenigen, welche den Violon allzustark beziehn, so daß die unterste strickdikke Saite 

fast gar nicht zu erdrükken ist, stimmen die unterste vierte Saite ins Contra G, um auf dersel-

ben nicht greifen zu dürfen. Andre stimmen sie ins Contra F, am besten aber ists, wenn sie in 

Contra E gestimt wird, da man denn ebenfalls zween Griffe auf derselben thun kan. Denn da 
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dis Instrument einmal zum tiefen Basse bestimt ist, so muß man ihm so viel Tiefe lassen, als 

das Instrument ihrer nur fähig ist. 

 
E Martin Heinrich Fuhrmann, Musicalischer Trichter, Frankfurt an der Spree, p. 93.  

16. Violone, Bass-Geige. Violone grosso, eine Octav-Bass-Geige / darauff das 16füßige Contra-

C. Eine solche grosse Geige solte billich in allen Kirchen vorhanden seyn / und nicht nur beym 

Musiciren / sondern auch unter den Choral-Liedern immer mitgestrichen werden; Denn was 

diese grosse Geige von ferne vor einen durchdringenden und dabey einen süssen Resonantz 

wegen ihrer 16füßigen Tieffe giebt / kan niemand glauben / als der sie gehöret. 
F Johann Christoph Barnickel, in Johann Christoph and Johann David Stößel, Kurtzgefaßtes Musicali-

sches Lexicon, Chemnitz 1737. 

p. 57: Bass-Violon, ist eine gar grosse Baß-Geige, die 6. Saiten hat, und auf folgende Weise ge-

stimmet wird: Die gröbste und erste Saite kömmt ins contra tieffe G, die andere ins tieffe C. 

die dritte ins tieffe F oder E. die vierdte ins A. die fünffte ins d. die sechste oder Quinte ins g. 

Wer einen Bass-Violon tractiret, kan auch einen Tenor zugleich nach der ordinairen Stimmung 

auf einer Viol di Gamb streichen, man muß aber den Bogen in feinen langen Strichen zu füh-

ren, sich lassen angelegen seyn. 

[quote Mattheson:] 

Ihr Tohn ist 16.füßig, und ein wichtiges bündiges Fundament zu vollstimmigen Sachen, als 

Chören und dergleichen, nicht weniger auch zu Arien, und so gar zum Recitativ auff dem 

Theatro hauptnöthig, weiterhin summet, und vernommen wird, als des Claviers und anderer 

Bassirenden Instrumenten. 

p. 417: Violone, ist eine grosse Baß-Geige. Violone grosso, eine Octav-Baß Geige, darauf das 

16. Füßige contra C. wird von den meisten per Qartam durch und durch gestimmet. 
G Johann Gottfried Walther, Musicalisches Lexicon, Leipzig 1732. 

p. 78. Basse double, oder double Basse (gall. ) ein doppelter Bass-Violon; deswegen also ge-

nannt, weil er fast zweymahl so groß, als ein ordinairer Französischer Bass-Violon ist, und 

folglich eine Octav tiefer klingt. 

p. 637. Violone, pl. Violoni [ital. ] Basse de Violon [gall], eine Grosse Baß-Geige, wird also ge-

stimmt: G.C.F.A.d.g. oder auch G.C.E.A.d.g. und gehet vom contra G bis ins d1. e1. 
H Johann Heinrich Zedler, Grosses vollständiges Univeral-Lexicon, Dritter Band, Halle und Leipzig 1733, 

p. 630 and Achtundviertzigster Bande, Halle und Leipzig 1746, p. 1680. 

 [Literal quotations Walther 1732 for Basse double and Violone]. 
I Georg Falck, Idea bonis cantoris, Nürnberg 1688. 

p. 210. Violone ist eine grosse Bass-Geige. 
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p. 189. 

 
Der gemeine Accord auf der Viola di Gamba ist eine Quint höher / als der auf der Violon. 

J Johann Jacob Prinner, Musikalischer Schlissel, manuscript 1677; taken from Marc Strümper, Die Viola da 

Gamba am Wiener Kaiserhof, Tutzing 2004, p. 386ff. 

Wir wollen hier auf von dem Funtament anheben, gleich wie in den Instrument von dem Bass, 

dessen tüeffeste geigen der Violon ist, welcher gemeinigkhlich 5 sätten hat [...] 

[… Exempl: Violone F-A-D-fis-b, Basso di Viola G-C-F-A-d-g]  

Aus denen fürgeschriebenen Exemplas sihet man, daß in dem Violon die erste sätten in das F. 

das ist daß erste als nemblich unter denen 5. Lineas des ordinari rechten Bass [= notenbalk met 

F-sleutel op 2e lijn] liegen muß in die octav tieffer gestimmet werden, den dise geigen vertritt 

dasß petal oder den Sub Bass einer orgl. Da alles in der octav tüeffer hergehen muß, die ander 

sätten würdt gestimbt in die terz höher nemblich in das A. […] 

Die Basso di Viola aber hat ein andere Stimmung, nemblich die grosse sätten lähr in das g. als 

die erste linea in dem rechten Bass umb ein octav tüeffer. […] Die andere sätten ist das grosse 

C. als die erste notten in dem ordinari Baßs das tüeffeste […] Die sechste sätten das g. Is in 

dem rechten Bass ober der viertten linea gleich gestimbt […] 
K Daniel Speer, Grund-richtiger kurz- leicht- und Nöthiger Unterricht der musicalischen Kunst, first edition 

Ulm, 1687, p. 89f. 

Ein Bass Violon hat auch sechs Saiten / wird aber auf folgende Weise gestimmet / die gröbste 

und erste Saiten kommt ins contra tieffe G. die andere ins tieffe C. die dritte ins tieffe F. oder E. 

die vierte ins A. die fünffte ins d. die sechste oder Quint ins g, wie in folgender Vorstellung zu 

ersehen / und wie viel Buchstaben unten zu finden / so viel hat jede Sait auch Griffe. [...] 

 

 
Die Griffe jeder der Saiten eines Bass Violons, so die untersten Buchstaben anzeigen. 

NB. So viel Buchstaben sich unten zwischen einem Strich / so allezeit eine Saiten bedeutet / so 

viel hat auch eine Saiten Griff: Und werden die Semitonia hart und weich / [...] in gleicher ob-

servanz tractirt / und NB. wer einen Bass Violon tractiret / kan auch einen Tenor zugleich nach 

der ordinari Stimmung auf einer Viol di Gamb streichen. [...] 
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L Johann Gottfried Walther, Praecepta der Musicalischen Composition, Tome I, Weimar 1708, p. 160. 

Violono, Violone, eine Grosse Bass-Geige, gehet vom contra G, biß ins d1, e1. 
M Friderich Erhard Niedt, Musicalische Handleitung, Anderer Theil, Hamburg 1706, edition Hamburg 

1721 (edition Johann Mattheson), p. 115 

Violone: die grosse Baß-Geige / vom contra G ins d1, e1. 
N Mattheson 1713, p. 285f.  

§. 23. Der brummende Violone, Gall. Basse-de Violon, Teutsch: Grosse Bass-Geige/ ist vollen-

kommen zweymahl/ ja offt mehrmahl so groß als die vorhergehenden [=Violoncello, Bassa Viola 

und Viola di Spala] / folglich sind auch die Sayten / ihrer Dicke und Länge nach / à Proportion. 

Ihr Tohn ist sechzehnfüßig / und ein wichtiges bündiges Fundament zu vollstimmigen Sachen 

/ als Chören und dergleichen / nicht weniger auch zu Arien und so gar zum Recitativ auff dem 

Theatro hauptnöthig / weiter hin summet / und vernommen wird / als des Claviers und ande-

rer bassirenden Instrumenten. Es mag aber wohl Pferde-Arbeit seyn / wenn einer diß Unge-

heur 3. biß 4. Stunden unabläßlich handhaben soll. 
O Joseph Friederich Bernhard Caspar Majer, Museum musicum, Schwäbisch Hall 1732, p. 80.  

§8. Der brummende Violone Gall. Basse de Violon ist / teutsch eine grosse Baß-Geige / und fast 

noch so groß als die vorhergehende Französische. Ihr Ton ist 16. Füßig / und ein wichtig-bün-

diges Fundament zu vollstimmigen Sachen / als Chören und dergleichen / nicht weniger auch 

zu Arien, und so gar zum Recitativ auf dem Theatro haupt nöthig / weil ihr dicker Klang weiter 

hin summet / und vernommen wird / als des Claviers, und anderer bassirenden Instrumenten; 

Sie hat in allem 6. Saiten. Die Application der Finger mit den Noten und Buchstaben ist hir zu 

sehen: 
P Daniel Merck, Compendium Musicae Instrumentalis Chelicae, Augsburg 1695, without page numbering, 

Cap. VIII. 

Die Stimmung zu der Bass-Geigen / welche 6. Saiten hat / ist unterschiedlich / die drey beste 

Arten seynd dise: (NB. Die Stimmungen sind alle von der kleinsten Saiten anzurechnen). 

 
(As third tuning Merck mentions the "Französische Bass" (Basse de Violon): B-F-c-g1.) 

Q Johann Joachim Quantz, Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte traversiere zu spielen, Berlin 1752. 

p. 219. 2. §. […] Ist das Instrument allzugroß, oder allzustark bezogen; so klingt es undeutlich, 

und ist dem Gehöre nicht vernehmlich. […] 

3. §. Das Instrument an sich, thut bessere Wirkung, wenn es von mittelmäßiger Größe, auch 

nicht mit fünf, sondern nur mit vier Seyten bezogen ist. Denn die fünfte Seyte müßte, wenn sie 

mit den andern in rechtem Verhalte stehen sollte, schwächer als die vierte seyn; und würde 

folglich einen viel dünnern Ton, als die andern, von sich geben. […] Der sogenannte deutsche 

Violon von fünf bis sechs Seyten, ist also mit Recht abgeschaffet worden. […] 

4. §. (over het gunstige effect van frets [Bände]) 

Eine große Hinderung an der Deutlichkeit machet es, wenn auf dem Griffbrete keine Bände 

sind. 

p. 220. Wollte man hierwider einwenden, daß die Bände wegen der Subsemitone, die man als-

denn nicht unterscheiden könnte, hinderlich wären: so dienet zur Antwort, daß solches auf 

dem Contraviolon nicht so schädlich als auf dem Violoncell ist; weil man den Unterschied, so 

sich zwischen denen mit Kreuz oder b bezeichneten Tönen befindet, in der äußersten Tiefe, 

nicht so, wie bey den hohen Tönen auf andern Instrumenten, bemerket. 
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p. 221. 6. §. Der Violonist muß sich einer guten und bequemen Applicatur, oder Uebersetzung 

der Finger befleißigen; damit er das, was in die Höhe gesetzet ist, so, wie der Violoncellist mit-

spielen kann, um die melodischen Bässe nicht zu verstümmeln; besonders den Unison, als 

welcher in eben der Lage, wie er gesetzet ist, auf einem jeden Instrumente, und folglich auch 

auf dem Contraviolon, gespielet werden muß. […] Sollte ein dergleichen Baß etwa höher ge-

setzt seyn, als der Violonist mit seinem Instrumente kommen könnte; wiewohl er schwerlich 

bis über das eingestrichene G gehen wird, welches doch einige brafe Violonisten rein und 

deutlich angeben und brauchen können: so muß der Violonist, in solchem Falle, lieber die 

ganze Stelle überhaupt eine Octave tiefer spielen, als die Melodie auf eine ungeschikte Art zer-

trennen. 
R Johann Joachim Quantz, Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte traversiere zu spielen, Berlin 1752, p. 212ff. 

5. §. Alle Noten müssen in der Lage, so wie sie gesetzt sind, gespielet, und nicht einige bald 

eine Octave höher, bald eine tiefer genommen werden; besonders diejenigen, mit welchem die 

übrigen Stimmen im Unison mit gehen. Denn dergleichen Arten von Modulationen bestehen 

aus einer förmlichen Baßmelodie: und diese kann und darf auf keine Art verändert werden. 

Würden dergleichen Noten auf dem Violoncell eine Octave tiefer gespielet, als sie gesetzt 

sind: so würde die Entfernung gegen die Violinen nicht nur zu weit seyn, sondern die Noten 

würden auch zugleich die gehörige Schärfe und Lebhaftigkeit, so darinne gesuchet wird, ver-

lieren. Andere Baßnoten, die nicht mit den übrigen Stimmen im Unison gehen, leiden noch 

eher, daß man dann und wann, wenn kein Contraviolon zugegen ist, eine Octave tiefer spiele: 

doch müssen es nicht melodiöse, sondern nur harmoniöse […] seyn, welche für sich keine ei-

gene Melodie machen, sondern nur zum Grunde der obersten Melodieen dienen. Die 

Sprünge, in die Terze, Quarte, Quinte, Sexte, Septime und Octave, auf- oder unterwärts, müs-

sen nicht umgekehret werden: weil diese Sprünge öfters zu Bildung einer gewissen Melodie 

dienen, auch selten ohne Absicht  von dem Componisten gesetzet werden; […] Eine gleiche 

Bewandtniß hat es, wenn ein Gang von einem halben oder ganzen Tacte öfters wiederholet 

wird; doch so, daß dieselbe Noten einmal um das andere, eine Octave tiefer oder höher geset-

zet sind. […] Ein solcher Baß muß gespielet werden wie er geschrieben ist. Denn wenn man 

diese Sprünge umkehren wollte, würde ein ganz anderer Sinn herauskommen. 
S Leopold Mozart, Versuch einer gründlichen Violoneschule, Augsburg 1756, p. 3. 

Der grosse Baß, oder Violon von dem italiänischen Violone ist die achte Gattung der Geigin-

strumente. Dieser Violon wird ebenfalls von verschiedener Grösse verfertiget: allein es bleibt 

allezeit die nämliche Stimmung; nur daß man bey der Beseytung den nöthigen Unterschied 

beobachtet. Weil der Violon viel grösser als das Violoncell ist; so ist auch dessen Stimmung 

um eine ganze Octav tiefer. Er wird am gewöhnlichsten mit 4, der grössere aber mit 5. Seyten 

bezogen. 
T Johann Caspar Ferdinand Fischer, Le Journal du Printemps op. 1, Augsburg 1695; republished in Band 

10 of the Denkmäler Deutscher Tonkunst, Wiesbaden 1958. 

Admonitio ad Philomusum 

[Cave praeterea volens ludere Passum ne vulgo Violonem, sed satage acquirere tale instru-

mentum, in quo omnes claves naturaliter habendae sunt.  

[Translated by Alfred Planyavsky (Planyavsky1984 , p. 167):] 

Nimm dich außerdem in Acht, wenn du den Baß spielen willst, nicht den üblichen Violone zu 

verwenden, sondern bemühe dich, ein solches Instrument zu bekommen, auf dem alle Griffe 

natürlich zu handhaben sind. 
U Christian Friedrich Daniel Schubart, Ideen zu einer Ästhetik der Tonkunst, written 1784, published Vi-

enna 1806, p. 301 

Der Violon. Die eigentliche Bassgeige von gewaltigem durchschlagenden Tone. Er hatte ehe-

mals 4 bis 5 Saiten, nun aber braucht er zur Begleitung nicht mehr als drey, die um so mehr 

hinreichend sind, als der Violon sich nie mit hohen Tönen verträgt. […] Ein Violon von der 
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grössten Art ist so schwer zu spielen, dass eine Riesenfaust dazu gehört; und selbst diese Rie-

senfaust muss mit Hirschleder gewaffnet sein. […] Wer diesen Geigenriesen mit Nachdruck in 

einem Orchester spielen will, muß bei vieler Theorie und Uebung ein ungemein gutes Gesicht 

haben; ein Miops taugt ganz und gar nicht dafür. 
V Johann Kuhnau, An E. Hoch Edlen und Hochweisen Rath zu Leipzigunterdienstliches Memoraial. Erinne-

rung des Cantoris die Schul und Kirchen Music betreffend, 1709, published in Philipp Spitta, Johann 

Sebastian Bach, Zweiter Band, Leipzig 21916; (Spitta II), p. 856ff. 

1. Ist der Schul Violon sehr in Stücken, und durch den täglichen Gebrauch in denen zum Exer-

citio Musico gewidmeten Stunden übel zugerichtet, daß die bißhero […] zu kleinen Ausbeße-

rungen [...] zur völligen Reparatur und zum Bezuge besagten Violons nicht zu reichen können. 

[...] 
W Quantz 1752, p. 214f. 

Alle Noten müssen in der Lage, so sie gesetzt sind, gespielet, und nicht einige bald eine 

Octave höher, bald eine tiefer genommen werden; besonders diejenigen, mit welchem die üb-

rigen Stimmen im Unison mit gehen. Denn dergleichen Arten von Modulationen bestehen aus 

einer förmliche Baßmelodie: und diese kann und darf auf keine Art verändert werden. Wür-

den dergleichen Noten auf dem Violoncell eine Octave tiefer gespielet, als sie gesetzet sind, so 

würde die Entfernung gegen die Violinen nicht nur zu weit seyn, sondern die Noten würden 

auch zugleich die gehörige Schärfe und Lebhaftigkeit, so darinne gesuchet wird, verlieren. 

Andere Baßnoten, die nicht mit den übrigen Stimmen im Unison gehen, leiden noch eher, daß 

man dann und wann, wenn kein Contraviolon zugegen ist, eine Octave tiefer spiele: doch 

müssen es nicht melodische, sondern nur die harmonische […] seyn, welche […] nur zum 

Grunde der obersten Melodieen dienen. 

Johann Nikolaus Forkel, "Erfindungen, die Music betreffend" I.15, Musikalischer Almanach für Deutsch-

land auf das Jahr, Leipzig 1782, p. 349; BD III nr. 856, p. 349. 

[…] das Violoncell, stand gegen die Violin in einer allzu weiten Entfernung, und ließ zuviel 

Zwischenraum, als daß die Begleitung desselben vortheilhaft für den Violinspieler, und für 

den Kenner der Harmonie, harmonisch genug hätte seyn können. 


